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G abriel Carter is an Operations Manager
at Pilgrims Group Ltd and works closely

with Pilgrims' Intelligence department. In
this article he examines the advantages that
businesses can derive from the use of external
Security Intelligence reporting and expertise,
and how they can extract maximum value
from intelligence products.

Security Intelligence reporting is a familiar
concept to many (perhaps even most) medium/
large or international businesses. Some large
organisations maintain an in-house Intelligence
function, often supporting the Security or
Travel departments, and responsible for
monitoring areas of particular concern; many
of these companies also turn to external
specialists on particular issues. Other businesses
outsource their Intelligence reporting
requirements to specialist providers entirely.

What is not in dispute is that every successful
business recognises the need for Intelligence
in various forms, and most acknowledge the
need for Security Intelligence to mitigate risks
to their people, capital, and reputation. When
successfully integrated into a business's
operating model, good Security Intelligence
can help organisations to identify security
threats 'over the horizon' (as for companies
who correctly anticipated the spread of unrest
during the Arab Spring, and evacuated
personnel whilst it was possible to do so).
It can provide competitive advantage, for
example enabling a return to normal business
operations in a country even while disruptions

are ongoing because the Intelligence indicates
a low specific risk. And - of equal importance
to many businesses - good intelligence can
minimise liabilities by enabling effective
preparation, and proportionate insurance
and other response measures.

One of the key difficulties for businesses is
sifting Information from Intelligence, and it is
for this reason that so many turn to external
sources to deliver Security Intelligence. There
is a wide range of free subscription services
provided by government or state functions to
businesses: OSAC, MI5 Threat Level, US State
Department, Metropolitan Police flash alerts,
FCO travel advice, and so on. There are even
more low-cost private subscription sources:
Janes, Listen Network, Reuters, and many
others. However picking out the patterns
to identify relevant threats, trends, or
developments can be extremely resource-
intensive and challenging to an organisation
that does not specialise in this task;
consequently, this role is often outsourced
to private Security Intelligence providers.

Outsourcing the Intelligence analysis function
has many advantages, one of the simplest
being cost: it is almost always cheaper to
subscribe to a security intelligence provider
for any necessary reporting than to employ
an internal analyst in the same role.

Private Security Intelligence providers come
from many different backgrounds, including
national Intelligence services, police forces,
Armed Forces, and other walks of life - and

they have the resources and expertise to draw
on both open and in some cases closed-source
information, and to pick out the relevant
information and analyse it effectively. In very
broad terms, the Intelligence products they
offer can be divided into a few main categories:

Broad spectrum
Comparative global reporting on countries or
regions - this is likely to be of most value to
businesses with high volumes of travel to
many different destinations.

While this is useful to compare (in general
terms) one country against another, however,
the sheer volume of information that must be
processed means that even largest providers
struggle to deliver more than superficial
information or analysis on any particular
country - let alone a smaller area.

Single-Issue
This form of Security Intelligence is of
particular relevance to businesses involved in
potentially controversial markets with active
and established pressure groups - for example
pharmaceutical or cosmetics industries, who
may be targeted by Animal Rights Extremist
organisations.

Geo-specific
Geo-specific Security Intelligence is commonly
used by organisations whose operating model
or market sector requires a detailed
understanding of particular places or
demographics; these may be as diverse as
the Oil & Gas industry on one hand, and
development or governance NGOs on
the other.

Client specific
Client specific Security Intelligence, however, is
the area which has potential to add the most
value - if correctly tasked and utilised. For
organisations with a mature operating model
and a clear understanding of what genuinely
represents a critical risk to their business, a
security provider can be tasked to focus on
that area and provide very specific information
and analysis - backed up by ground
reconnaissance and human intelligence
gathering as required.

Choice of the appropriate category of Security
Intelligence depends on an accurate
understanding of the organisation's business,
its weaknesses, and its critical dependencies.

In short, there is no simple 'one-size-fits-all'
answer for business Security Intelligence; and
it is for this reason that even organisations
which subscribe to a range of broad spectrum
Intelligence providers are so often obliged to
call on the services of more specialist providers
as well, in order to keep their people and
their business safe and secure.
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